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Chevalley and Schafer [4]2 have shown that the exceptional simple

Lie algebra Ft of dimension 52 over an arbitrary algebraically closed

field ß of characteristic 0 is the derivation algebra of the unique

exceptional simple Jordan algebra of dimension 27 over ß. In this

paper we show that a Lie algebra 2 over an arbitrary field $> of char-

acteristic 0 is of type F if and only if 8 is isomorphic to the derivation

algebra 35 (3) of an exceptional central simple Jordan algebra 3 over

i>. The proof given for this theorem requires a characterization of

the automorphisms of 3)(3) over ß. We prove that every auto-

morphism of 35(30 has the form D—*SDS~l tor a unique automorph-

ism S of 3- The classification of Lie algebras of type F over

<ï> is reduced to the problem of classifying exceptional central

simple Jordan algebras over $>, since it is shown that 35(3i)=35(32)

if and only if 3i=32. In the last section of this paper the three

exceptional central simple Jordan algebras over a real closed field are

exhibited and their derivation algebras are the real closed Lie alge-

bras of type F.

1. Exceptional central simple Jordan algebras. Let ß be an alge-

braically closed field of characteristic 0. The exceptional simple

Jordan algebra 3 over ß is the nonassociative algebra of dimension

27 whose elements are 3X3 Hermitian matrices with elements in the

unique Cayley algebra S of dimension 8 over ß. Thus the elements

of 3 have the form

£i    c3    62

x =   Ci    £2    ci ,

c2    Ci    £3

£,■ in ß and c¿, Ci in (5 (i= 1, 2, 3) where c< is the conjugate of c,- [8, p.

83]. Multiplication in 3 is defined as xy = (x o y+y o x)/2 where

x o y is the ordinary matrix product. Let t\ be the matrix with

£< = 1, all other entries 0, and Xi be the set of matrices with all entries
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0 except Ci and c, (¿= 1, 2, 3). In this section *", j, k will be a permuta-

tion of 1, 2, 3. Elements of Xi will be denoted by i< or tí. Clearly

multiplication is commutative and is such that; e2 = ei, e,e, = 0, e,ij = 0,

eitj = tj/2, titi in ß(e,+e*), and Utj in £*.

The derivation algebra 2) (30 of 3 is the Lie algebra of linear

transformations D on 3 satisfying

Dixy) = iDx)y + x(L»y).

Chevalley and Schäfer have proved [4] that ©(3) is the exceptional

simple Lie algebra F4 of dimension 52 and rank 4 over ß. Let 35o be

the subalgebra of derivations which map ex, e2, and e3 into 0, and 35<

the subalgebra which maps c< into 0. Since L>1 = 0, í),e¿= —Diek for

Di in 35,-. In [4] it is shown that for any Do in 35o, Doti is in £,-, and

that for any ti in Xi there is a £>, in 35< such that D¿e, = ti.

Associated with the algebra 3 is a symmetric nondegenerate bi-

linear form Sp xy where Sp x = |i+£2+£3. This bilinear form is left

invariant by any derivation, i.e. Sp (Z>x)y+Sp x(Dy)=0. The set

of elements x such that Sp x = 0 form a subspace 3o of 3 of dimension

26. 3o is an irreducible representation space of 35 = 35(3)- We denote

the restriction of D to 3o also by D. If R is any linear transformation

on 3o which commutes with all D in 35, then R = oI, for by Schur's

Lemma the set of linear transformations which commute with 35

form a division algebra containing I (the identity linear transforma-

tion on 3o) and since ß is algebraically closed this set is ß£

Since Sp xy is a nondegenerate bilinear form we may define the

adjoints A * of any linear transformation A on 3 by

Sp iA*x)y = Sp x(.4y), for all x, y E 3-

The restriction of Sp xy to 3oX3o is also a nondegenerate bilinear

form. For any linear transformation B on 3o we similarly define the

adjoint B*, on 3o, of B. Since Sp (Dx0)yo=— Sp x0(F>yo), for all

Xo, yo in 3o, D*= —D for any D in 35. The mapping A—>A* is an

involutorial anti-automorphism in the algebra of linear transforma-

tions on 3o-
Let $ be a field of characteristic 0. The exceptional simple Jordan

algebras over $> are those simple Jordan algebras which are of degree

3 and dimension 27 over their centers. Exceptional central simple

Jordan algebras over <J> have been characterized by Schäfer [8].

They are the algebras 3 = ^(S, p) of 3X3 matrices x with elements

in a Cayley algebra IS over f» satisfying x = px'p~l, p a nonsingular

diagonal matrix in f»3 and x' the conjugate transpose of x. Multiplica-

tion in 3 is defined by xy = (x o y+y o x)/2, where x o y is the
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ordinary matrix multiplication. For x, y, z in 3 the associator

A(x, y, z) is defined as A(x, y, z) = (xy)z—x(yz). The subspace $

spanned by all associators is called the associator subspace of 3.

and it is known [9] that 3 is the direct sum 3=<$l+$- Since

Sp (xy)z = Sp x(yz) for x, y, z in 3> we have Sp x = 0 for all x in $.

From the direct sum decomposition of 3. $ has dimension 26 and

hence $ is the set 3o of all x in 3 for which Sp x = 0.

From this characterization of 3o, it is easy to see that 53o = 3o for

any automorphism 5 of 3» since 3o is spanned by the elements

A (Sx, Sy, Sz). Also (Jo)n = (Jx)o for any extension 2 of ■£.

It is known that every derivation D of 3 is inner; that is, D has

the form y-*Dy = XA(x, y, z) [7, Theorem 2]. Hence 3)3 = 3o- More-

over 3o is an irreducible representation space for 3). For if 9JÎ is in-

variant with respect to 3), then 9J?q is invariant with respect to 3)o.

But it is known [4, p. 141] that (3o)a is an irreducible representation

space for 3)n, ß the algebraic closure of $>.

2. Similarity of representations of F4. Let ß be an arbitrary alge-

braically closed field of characteristic 0. F4 is the exceptional simple

Lie algebra of dimension 52 over ß. In [2] it is shown that if A

= í«iXi+?w2X2+m3X3+wí4X4 is a weight of a representation P of Ft,

then 2wj, mi + mj, and mi±m2 ±w3 + iw4are integers and the linear

forms:

(1) A - X„ A - 2X¿, • • • , A - 2nti\i,

(2) A - (X,- ± Xy), • • • , A - (m{ ± m})(\i ± A,),

(3) A - (Xi ± X2 ± X3 ± X4)/2,

A — ((mi + m2 ± m3 + w4)/2)(Xi ± X2 ± X3 + X4)

(i, j= 1, • • • , 4) are also weights of P. From (1) it can be seen that

if A is a weight then so is —A, from (2) that if A is a weight then so is

A' where A' is obtained from A by a permutation of the mi, and (1),

(2), and (3) give that for a highest weight:

(4) «i ^ »2 è «i ^ «« ^ 0,

(5) «i^f»i + «j + w4.

It is shown in [4] that there is an irreducible representation of F4 of

degree 26.

Lemma. Any two irreducible representations of degree 26 of the Lie

algebra F4 are similar.

For the proof it is sufficient to show [2] that any two irreducible
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representations of Ft of degree 26 have the same highest weight.

Cartan has also shown in [2 ] that the number of weights of a repre-

sentation does not exceed the degree of the representation. From

(4) and (5) it may be seen that if A is the highest weight then A

is in one of the following:

(i) At least three distinct »t¿ > 0,

(ii) »ii > m% = m% = «4 > 0,

(iii) mi = m2 > m% = mt — 0,

(iv) »ti > wij = m% = w4 = 0,

(v) »ii = m2 = m% = mt = 0.

Note that (v) would imply that the representation is zero and there-

fore reducible, which is a contradiction. Cases (i), (ii), and (iii) may

be eliminated, for by using the properties of weights of Ft, as given

above, it may be seen that in these cases there would be more than 26

distinct weights. In (iv), A = »iXi, m a positive integer. If m^2 then

there are again more than 26 distinct weights, thus the only possible

highest weight is A=Xi.

3. Automorphisms of F4. This section is devoted to the proof of the

following theorem which characterizes the automorphisms of the ex-

ceptional Lie algebra F4 of dimension 52 over ß.

Theorem 1. // D-^D^ is an automorphism of 35(3). 3 the excep-

tional simple Jordan algebra over an algebraically closed field ß of char-

acteristic 0, then there is a unique automorphism S of 3 such that Ds

= SDS-\

The automorphism S defines a second irreducible representation of

the Lie algebra 35 = 35(3) acting on 3o- By the lemma of §2 there is a

nonsingular linear transformation 5i on 3o such that for D and D& on

3o, Da = 51D51-1. Then D% = (5i*)-1F»51* or D = 5i*51D(5i*5i)-1. Thus

5*5i commutes with every D in 35 and S*Si = crI, a?*Q in ß. Let 5j

= <r~1/25i, where we reserve until later the choice of which square

root of a we use. Define a linear transformation 5 on 3 as follows:

Sx = 5(yl + xo) = yl + 52x0, y E Í2, x0 E 3o.

5 is a nonsingular linear transformation on 3 and the mapping

D—tSDS-1 of 35 is the same as D—*D^. It is easily seen that 5*x

= 5*(yl+Xo)=7l+52*Xo for all x in 3- Hence 5*5 = 1, the identity

on 3. and

(6) Sp iSx)iSy) = Sp iS*Sx)y = Sp xy.
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Furthermore since 51 = 1,

(7) Sp Sx = Sp (Sx) (51) = Sp x.

We shall show that 5 is an automorphism of 3- Let i, j, i be a

permutation of 1, 2, 3 for the remainder of this section. We begin

by showing that the elements /,• = 5e¿ are pairwise orthogonal idem-

potents of 3- We write «, = 5i,-. Since 5 is a nonsingular linear trans-

formation on 3» any element y of 3 may be written uniquely as

y=«i/i+o;2/2+a3/3+Mi+M2+M2. Let

(8) fi = auf i + auf j + aikfk + «<    + u¡    + uk  .

For any Z>0 in 3)o we apply the derivation D¡j to (8) to obtain

2fi(SD0ei) = 0

SD0(auei + a,yey + aikek + U   + /,•   + tk )

SDodf + tf + ft.
Since 5 is nonsingular:

Z>.(4° + t? + ft = 0.
For all Do in 3)o, Doth is in Xh, h=l, 2, 3, hence Dot® = 0 for any Do

in 3V Now 3)o on Xh is the orthogonal Lie algebra o(8, ß) [4]. The

associative enveloping algebra of o(8, ß) on a space of dimension 8 is

the full matrix algebra ß8. Hence tf = 0 and uf = 0. Thus we have

2

(9) fi = auf i + auf j + aikfk.

There exists a Di in 3)¿ such that Di is not in 3)o [4, p. 140 ]. For this

Di, DiBj^O, tor otherwise Diek = 0 and D< is in 3)o- For this £>,• we

apply the derivation Dj = SDiS~l to (9) and get 0 = (a,,— aik)SDie¡ or

a<i=ai*. Equation (9)  may be written as

(10) fi = aifi + ßif3 + ft/*-

Let x be an element of 3- By computing x2 and x3 it may be seen

that x satisfies the relation

(11) xs + a(x)x2 + ß(x)x + y(x)l = 0

where a(x)= -(&+&+&), j3(x) = Ztët ~Zn(cï), and y(x)

= Sf»'w(c<)— fifäis-Sp (ciC2c3). Using the expressions given in [4] for

Sp x, Sp x2, and Sp x3, we get a(x) = —Sp x, /3(x) = {(Sp x)2 —Sp x2} /2,

and y(x)= {3(Sp x)(Sp x2) —(Sp x)3 —2Sp x'}/6. We compute the

2fi(D0fi)
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coefficients in (11) for/,-. Equations (6) and (7) imply Sp/, = Sp e, = l

and Sp/2 = Sp e2 = Sp e,- = l, (10) gives a¿+2/3i = l, and (10) may be

rewritten as

(12) fi = ftl + (1 - 3ßi)fi.

Hence

/' = ßifi + (i - mA

(13) = ißi - 3ft2) 1 + (1 - 5ßi + 9ß*)U

Moreover, Sp fi = 1 - 2/3»-. Substituting in (11),

(14) /?-/-+(2/3)ftl = 0.

Combining (12), (13), and (14) we get

((2/3/9.) - 3ft) 1 + (9ft2 - 2ßi)fi = 0,

but 1 and /,■ being linearly independent, 9/32— 2/3, = 0. Thus ft = 0 or

ft=2/9.
5x was defined as 5(7l+x0)=,yl+o—1/25iXo for x=yl+x0. Let

5'x=yl — a-1/25iXo. Then 5' has all the properties we have derived

for 5. Sp x = Sp (5x)=3y and 5x+5'x = 2yl imply Sx+S'x

= (2/3)(Sp x)l. Calling 5'c¿=//, we have fi = (2/3) 1 -/,-, and

ifl)2 - ft'l + (1 - 3/3/.)// = (- /3/ + 2/3)1 + (- 1 + 3/3/)/,-

= ((2/3)1 - /<)2 = (ft + 4/9)1 + (- 3ft - 1/3)/,-.

Comparing coefficients we get ßi =2/9-ft. Thus if ft = 2/9, /3/ =0;

and if ßi = 0, ßi =2/9. Therefore (by replacing 5 by 5', if necessary)

we may assume either that all ft = 0 or that exactly one ft = 0 (and

ßi = ßk = 2/9). We shall show that the second case leads to a contra-

diction.

For any t{ in X¡ there is a £>,■ in 35¿ such that D¿ey = í,-. Then for

this Di, SDiS~1fj = Sti. Apply 5D,5_1 to the equation obtained from

(12) by replacing i by/:

(15) 2fjUi = (1 - 3ft)«,-.

Since lUi = ifi+f,+fk)ui, if we use (15) together with (15) in which/
is replaced by A we have

(16) fiUi = (3ft + 3ft)«,-/2.

If ft = 0 and ft=ft = 2/9, /,- is an idempotent and /<«,- = (2/3)m,-, but
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[l, p. 550] the only characteristic roots of Rf. are 0, 1/2, and 1. Since

we may choose w< = 5/<?*0, we have a contradiction. Thus p\ = 0 for all

i, and the elements/< are idempotents in 3- Since (fi+fj)2= (1 —fk)2,

we have/¿/, = 0, or the/,- are pairwise orthogonal.

Since ßj+ßk = 0, equations (15) and (16) imply that/;w, = w,/2,

f{Ui = 0 tor any w, = 5¿¿ in SXi. Hence

(17) (Se<)2 = 5(e'} = S6i'      (5e,)(5ey) = 5(eiCy) = °'

(Sei)(Sti) = S(eiti) = 0,        (Sej)(Sti) = S(ejli) = 5i,/2.

In order to show that 5 is an automorphism of 3. it remains only to

show that

(18) (Sti)(St<)=S(lit!),       (SkHSti) - S(titj).

We compute the product tdi in ü(e¡-\-ek) for any U and // in Xi as

follows: there is a D< in 3)¿ such that Z?,ey = /,-. Also [4, p. 140]

(19) Dill = 0(ey - ek) + /,■ for 0 £ 0, /,• ' G Xi.

Apply this Di to tfl = tí /2 to obtain

(20) tél = - Bifii + ek)/2

for 0 in (19). To compute the product (Sti)(Sti) we apply the deriva-

tion SDiS-1 to (Sej)(SU) = St!/2. Using (17), we obtain

(21) (Sti)(St() = - 8(Sej + Sek)/2

tor 6 in (19). Hence the first of equations (18) holds. Finally, given

i< in Xi, tj in Xi, apply the derivation Di in 3),- satisfying D,ej = ti to

the equation e¡lj = 0. Since

(22) Ditj = 1/ + tk, ti E Xh h E Xk

[4, p. 140], this gives t4¡— —tk/2 for tk in (22). To compute the

product (Sti)(Sti) we apply 5J9.-5-1 to (5cy)(5iy) = 0 in (17) to obtain

(Sti)(Sti) = -Stk/2 tor tk in (22). Hence (Stt)(Stj) »5(Wy).
It has been shown that 5 is an automorphism of 3; it remains to

show that it is unique. Let R be an automorphism of 3 such that

D-^Ds^SDS-^RDR-1. In §1 we saw that it30 = 3o. Thus on 3„,

R-1S commutes with all D. Hence R~1S=o-I,o^0 in ß, on 3o; that is,

S = oR on 3o- Choose h in £i, t2 in 3T2 such that ¿1^ = 2^0 in X».

Sti=oRti, St2 = <rRt2, and Sh = (Sti)(St2)=o2(Rti)(Rt2)=o2Rt3. Hence

<r = 1. Since ici = 51, R = 5 on 3.

4. Lie algebras of type F. Here we assume merely that the base

field ?» is of characteristic 0. A Lie algebra 8 is said to be of type F if
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?o is the Lie algebra F4 over ß where ß is the algebraic closure of 3».

Our determination of the Lie algebras of type F is given in terms of

the exceptional central simple Jordan algebras over $ defined in §1.

In [ó] Jacobson characterizes Lie algebras of type G as the deriva-

tion algebras of Cayley algebras over <£. The next three theorems in

this paper are restatements of analogous theorems for algebras of type

G. The statements made in §1 about exceptional simple Jordan

algebras together with Theorem 1 allow us to use Jacobson's proofs.

We shall merely give a brief outline of the proofs of Theorems 2 and 4.

Theorem 2. Let 3i a>nd 32 be exceptional central simple Jordan alge-

bras over a field Í» of characteristic 0 such that 35(3i)=35(32). FAe«

there exists a unique isomorphism S between 3i and 32 such that the given

isomorphism between 35(3i) and 35(32) has the form D-*E = SDS~1.

Let ß be the algebraic closure of <1>. The algebras 3i and 32 may be

regarded as subrings of 3. the unique exceptional simple Jordan

algebra over ß. The isomorphism between 35(3i) and 35(3î) may be

extended to an automorphism of 35(3)- By our lemma there is a linear

transformation 5i of 3 o such that the given mapping of 35 has the

form D—ïSiDSr1 on 3o- Using bases of (3i)oand (32)0 as bases of 3o,

the matrix of 5i may be taken with elements in 4> and moreover 5i

maps (3i)o onto (32)0- By the proof of Theorem 1 there is a unique

automorphism 5 of 3 which maps 3i onto 32 and such that the

isomorphism between 35(30 and 35(32) is given by D-^SDS*1.

Theorem 3. If 3 ** an exceptional central simple Jordan algebra

over a field <£ of characteristic 0, then the group of automorphisms of

35(3) is isomorphic to the group of automorphisms of 3-

Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that a Lie algebra

2 over a field $> of characteristic 0 be of type F is that 8=35(3). 3 an

exceptional central simple Jordan algebra over $>.

Let 8 be a Lie algebra "of type F over $> and 3 the unique excep-

tional Jordan algebra over ß, the algebraic closure of $>. The basal

elements of ? may be represented as derivations Dk of 3- If ie>) ls a

basis of 3 and Dkd = Et«' e/> the 7$' may be taken as elements in a

finite Galois extension P of Í» such that ?P is isomorphic to the

derivation algebra of (e,) over P. Using Theorem 2 it may be shown

that there is a (1-1) representation of the Galois group of P over $

by semi-linear transformations of (e.) over P which commute with

the Dk. Thus the conditions of the lemma of [6, p. 782] are satisfied

and the set of elements invariant under these semi-lineer transforma-

tions is a vector space of dimension 27 over $. This space is closed with
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respect to multiplication and is a central simple Jordan algebra over

4>. The Dk are derivations of this algebra and the theorem is proved.

Remark. As a corollary to Theorems 2 and 4 we may remove the

assumption of algebraic closure in Theorem 1 : if D—>D& is an auto-

morphism of ? = 35(3), any Lie algebra of type F over i> of character-

istic 0, then there is a unique automorphism 5 of 3 such that D$

= SDS-\

Theorem 5. A Lie algebra 8 over a field 3> of characteristic 0 is

simple with multiplication center P and of type F over P if and only if

8 — 35(31) for some exceptional simple Jordan algebra 21 with center P.

If 21 is an exceptional simple Jordan algebra over 4> with center P,

then 21 is central simple over P. Since 4> is of characteristic 0, the

elements of P are such that UP = 0 for all D in 35(21) [5]. Thus 35(21)
may be regarded as an algebra over P, since D(px) =p(Dx) for p in P,

x in 21. Therefore 35(21) over P = 35(21 over P) or 35(21) is a Lie algebra
of type F over P.

Conversely, by Theorem 4, 8 over P=35(2I over P) where 21 over P

is an exceptional central simple Jordan algebra. Over $>, 21 is an ex-

ceptional simple Jordan algebra. Thus 8=35(21), since 35P = 0.

5. Lie algebras of type F over a real closed field. Let $ be a real

closed field. It is known [3] that there are three nonisomorphic Lie

algebras of type F over $>. Then our Theorems 2 and 4 imply that

there are three non-isomorphic exceptional central simple Jordan

algebras 3 = &(S> p) over <$.

Let So be the Cayley algebra with divisors of zero over $, Si be

the Cayley division algebra over <ï>, and

po =

1        0       01

0-1        0

0       0-1

E   $3

Theorem 6.  The three nonisomorphic exceptional central simple

Jordan algebras over a real closed field <£ are

(23) §(S„, 1),        $(£,, 1),        $(<E„io)

and the three Lie algebras of type F over $> are their derivation algebras.

For Jacobson has recently proved3 that |>(So, p)=$(®o, 1) for any

* In a letter to Schäfer dated 2/17/52 Jacobson remarks that he has proved

§((£o, £)=$(So, 1) for any p whe■■■• <50 is the unique Cayley algebra with divisors of

zero over an arbitrary *.
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p. Let S be any Cay ley algebra over an arbitrary 4>. Let p=agpg'

for a7*0 in $, g nonsingular in 3>3; that is, p differs from a matrix con-

gruent to p by only a nonzero scalar factor. Then it is easy to see that

§(<S, £)=¿p(S, p) under the mapping x—*gxg~x. Over a real closed

field <ï>, any p is congruent to one of

1,

1 0 0

0 1 0

0       0-1

1       0       01

0-1       0

0       0-1

-1.

Hence any 3 = €>(S> P) over a real closed field Í» is isomorphic to either

§(E, 1) or §(S, po)- Combining these results we see that 3 1S iso-

morphic to one of the algebras (23). But three nonisomorphic algebras

do exist, and so these are the algebras (23).
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